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ClearBlade, the Enterprise Internet of Things platform that rapidly engineers 
and runs real-time, scalable Industrial IoT applications, has launched the first 
free Enterprise IoT Training class available online.

ClearBlade is focused on empowering developers to 
engineer a connected world. Only by growing the 
communities’ knowledge can we achieve our vision 
of devices seamlessly engaging our customers, apps, 
and systems. It’s clear that the most innovative IoT 
solutions and applications will be built by talented and 
skilled enterprise development teams. 

Established Enterprise developers having the 
fundamentals to build the IoT solution of the future. 
Arming them to connect their existing skills completes 
the puzzle necessary to start building Enterprise 
IoT Solutions today. Since demands on the time of a 
developer are already extensive, the chance to gain 
exposure to IoT technologies can be challenging. That 
time crunch is  why we’ve created the ClearBlade 
Academy, and why we’ve structured it into self-paced 
web modules grouped into distinct segments. 

Developers, Enterprises and IoT enthusiasts can study 
the 23 self-paced courses available online right now. 

Courses include: 

 w Introduction to IoT and Introduction 
to ClearBlade

 w Learn how to Create Systems

 w Learn the Secure Authority Model

 w Learn Messaging and Collections

 w Learn Code Services, Code Libraries, 
Code Triggers, and Code Timers

 w Learn how to Build Customized Portals

 w Learn how to Deploy and Manage the 
ClearBlade Edge

 w Learn the SDK’s, Adapters, and Integrations

 w Learn the CLI and other Advanced Services 

 
ClearBlade Academy is more than just a 
paper certificate that hangs on your wall: 
It’s an opportunity to get first-class training 
with IoT and associated technologies.

Become a Certified Enterprise IoT Developer 
with ClearBlade Academy



  Why Become a Certified 
Enterprise IoT Developer?

1.  Learn to Rapidly Build IoT Solutions

2. Ensure a Core Understanding of IoT Security 

3.  Gain the Flexibility Needed to Deploy and 
Customize Enterprise Applications

4.  Understand how to Build Solutions that Integrate 
into Existing Systems  

5.  Establish Yourself as an Expert Within Your 
Company and with your Customers  

6.  Grow Your Professional Network with Like-Minded 
IoT Developers Building Cutting-Edge IoT Solutions  

 Who is Ready for 
 ClearBlade Academy?

Solution Development Courses
Required Skills:

 w Multiple Backend Computer Languages 
(java, c, python, javascript)

 w Roles-Base Security Models

 w Mobile Technologies

 w Linux

Infrastructure Support Courses
Required Skills:

 w Docker

 w Linux

 w Cloud Infrastructure

 w DevOps
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About ClearBlade, Inc.

ClearBlade is the Enterprise Internet of Things 
software company that rapidly engineers and runs 
secure, real-time, scalable IoT applications. 

ClearBlade enables companies to build IoT solutions 
that make streaming data actionable by combining 
business rules and machine learning with powerful 
visualizations and integrations to existing business 
systems. Built from an Enterprise-First perspective, the 
ClearBlade Platform runs securely in any cloud, on-
premise, and at the edge. 

The ClearBlade Edge brings the full power of the 
ClearBlade Platform to gateways and industrial servers 
on the plant floor, job site or building facility. Safely 
behind the firewall, the ClearBlade Edge intelligently 
syncs with the ClearBlade Platform guaranteeing 
security, connectivity, execution and speed. 

ClearBlade is developer-focused with an extensive 
library of proven and tested pre-built components 
and integrations. ClearBlade accelerates the time–to- 
market while significantly reducing the cost and risk of 
delivering IoT solutions, creating new business models 
and revenue streams. 

ClearBlade is headquartered in Austin, Texas. For more 
information about the company and our software, 
please visit https://clearblade.com. 

Become a ClearBlade Enterprise IoT Certified Developer by taking the free 
online classes at https://clearblade.teachable.com.


